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Find out what your lawyer won't tell you about probate court. A must-read for anyone planning to get

old. Take a look inside the biggest organized crime currently being perpetrated on Americans. Find

out why probate court is not about protecting the elderly, but why It's a machine designed to

systematically fleece old people of their money and humanity. Probate piracy is a growth industry, a

ridiculously easy crime with an almost zero chance of getting caught. These crimes are all

conducted in probate court and are completely under the radar. Find out how to keep it from

happening to you.
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This is an excellent book that unfortunately tells it like it is in Probate courts across the country when

elderly are ordered into guardianships (conservatorships) despite estate plans and their wishes.

When I first wrote this review I was furious and ranting about what happened to our Dad and my

family. I did not mean for the review to be about my story. In this book, Hood tells the story of many

victims and their families. The best advice given is to avoid taking matters into courts and resolve



them among family members...easier said than done, but true. There are not many books written

about nightmare guardianships, so this book like others is a welcome resource for the public. Each

book contributes to an understanding of the issues involved and what is needed and what to avoid.

It is very difficult to find an attorney to represent you should you need one. The author mentions two

attorneys in Texas who are capable and willing to take on these cases. I would recommend this

book to any family who gets sucked into the probate guardianship machine in probate court or those

who want to avoid the possibility when family members disagree about Mom and Dad's personal

and financial care.

POWERFUL! INSIGHTFUL! AND SCARY AS HELL!! A DEFINITE READ FOR EVERYONE WHO

NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT THE PROBATE SYSTEM BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE...INCAPACITY

AND GUARDIANSHIP CAN HAPPEN TO ANYONE, ANYTIME. YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE OLD TO

BECOME VULNERABLE TO THE PROBATE PIRATES. A CAR WRECK, ILLNESS OR OTHER

COMMON CATASTROPHE CAN LEAVE YOU UNABLE TO MANAGE YOUR PERSONAL

AFFAIRS AT ANY AGE. THIS BOOK IS A ROAD MAP TO AVOID THE PITFALLS OF THE

PROBATE EXPERIENCE.

This book tells the reality of "Guardianship in the New America"- sadly the new america is beginning

to look like the old - the days of slavery and the taking of human souls- who have aged, or born with

disabilites,or inflicted with incapacitity beyond their control, this also includes our brave men and

women who have fought for our country for our freedoms. Guardianhips in the New America creates

the loss of value of a human being, a judicial proceeding that removes the civil, human, and

constitutionla rights of our society's most vulnerable. Guardianship in the New America are about

nothing more than profit- all under the "guise of protection"- to be protected relies soley on the

dictator (probate judge) who strips a person of all their rights in an administrative court that was

created to handled the affairs of the dececeased.A living human being stripped of inalienabe rights

only purpose for living is for the profit of others. This book is excellent to expose that Guardianship

has become Slavery in the New America.

The work by Ms Hood to reform the FLEECING of elders in The State of Texas is commendable ..

Texas has a group of attorneys supported by attorneys in elected offices that are refusing to enable

families to retain the control of the person and finances of their families because the State of Texas

feeds it's attorneys with these funds .. it should be criminal what these attorneys have VOTED into



for themselves and they are not liable for ANY of their actions .. HORRIBLE and shame on the

Great State of Texas for this system

Personally Met Kristi and she is a true advocate for the elderly! Human elderly trafficking is rampant

throughout Texas and especially Harris County, Tarrant County, The head leaders are Probate

Judge Guy Herman, Laura UpChurch, Terry Hammond. A must read to protect yourself and your

parents from these ruthless, vicious people

This book is a must read. Probate problems for disadvantaged persons or bereaved family at loss of

a loved one. Probate Courts should be above board at all times. Unfortunately they are not. Thanks

J. Kristi Hood for writing this book.

A must read! Insightful documentation that builds an understanding of how exploitative

guardianships can affect anyone.

a good primer with personal sotries and news clippings.
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